Abstract-In this article, we study several relevant algebraic frameworks to define synchronous language semantics. Synchronous languages are quite dedicated to design critical embedded applications. Thus, verification and compilation is challenging and should rely on mathematical semantics. We study multi-valued algebras as foundation for semantics definition and we show that a 4-valued algebra with a bilattice structure is well suited to our concern. With this approach we can define semantics offering both the generation of models where verification techniques apply, and separated compilation means.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays Synchronous languages quite answer the increasing need for reliable critical software, specially in the design of embedded systems. The synchrony paradigm is a mathematically sound foundation for the design of concurrent and deterministic applications. Synchronous program semantics build formal models and the definition of the theoretical framework used to support them is an important challenge according to the targeted goals (verification, compilation, etc..).
A. Fundamentals of Synchrony
Synchronous languages rely on the synchronous hypothesis which assumes a discrete time scale, made of logical instants corresponding to reactions of the system. All the events concerned by a reaction are simultaneous : input events as well as the triggered output events. As a consequence, a reaction can be considered as instantaneous (a reaction takes no time), there are no concurrent partial reactions therefore, determinism can be ensured. Indeed, real time is abstracted by a logical time. Communications between actors are also supposed to be instantaneous. The only communication and synchronization means between sub programs are signals or flows.
B. Synchronous Languages Semantics
A fundamental concept of the synchronous paradigm is the notion of reaction. Indeed, synchronous programs react to input events by emitting output events and reaching a new state. A program can be viewed as a possibly infinite sequence of reactions.
Basically, events are signals in a current environment (external and internal) with a status (present or absent). Semantics formally compute an output environment according to an input one for each reaction. Let us consider S a set of signals, an environment E is a function who defines a Boolean status (0 means absent, 1 means present) for each signal: E: S → B. 
Each transition P O
− → I δ (P) is structurally computed from the body instruction of the program according to rewriting rules defined for each construct of the language. These rules define the computation of output environment from input ones. All the synchronous languages have an operator (emit or a similar one), to change the status of signal from absent to present. A logical coherence law helps us to assign status to signals. This law says that: " a signal S is present in a reaction if and only if an emit S statement is executed" [1] . Then rewriting rules for operators formalize this signal coherence law.
C. Algebras as Mathematical Framework
An efficient means to express these rewriting rules aforementioned is to use the Structural Operational Semantics (S.O.S) style defined by G.Plotkin [2] . S.O.S rules are deduction rules of the shape:
Premiss(1) Premiss(2) ... Premiss(n) Conclusion
meaning that:
Premiss(i) ⇒ Conclusion. For instance, if we consider the parallel ( ) operator of Esterel language [1] , the shape of its rule is:
This example is representative of synchronous language parallel rules. We can see that the rule performs a specific According to synchrony paradigm, correct programs should be both reactive and deterministic. Reactivity means that a synchronous program must always react to any input event sequence, possibly in doing nothing. Determinism means that computations are reproducible and then a program always yields the same output event sequence in reaction to an input sequence. Such programs are called logically correct (see [1] ). On another hand, a challenging phenomenon that synchronous language semantics have to deal with is the notion of causality. Causality means that for each event generated in a reaction, there is a causal chain of events leading to this generation. No causal loop may occur.
To take into account these two aspects of synchrony paradigm, G. Berry [1] introduced constructive semantics for the Esterel language. But, in these semantics the mathematical framework is no more a Boolean algebra but a ternary algebra. Then, 4-valued algebras have been considered to check causality with fixpoint iterative techniques [3] or to get separated compilation means relying on semantics definition [4] . This article studies different algebraic frameworks useful to define synchronous languages semantics. We answer the question: which algebra is well suited to define the different semantics provided for synchronous languages? Indeed, we are designing a toolkit CLEM [5] around a new synchronous language supporting a separated compilation. During this activity, we realized that a 4-valued algebra is a necessary foundation for a semantics allowing both verification and compilation. The major contribution of this paper is to show that billatice structure for 4-valued algebra is appropriate and supplies the correct context to define the semantics we want.
This article is organized as follows: next section (section II) introduces 3-valued and 4-valued algebras and studies their respective properties. We particularly highlight a specific 4-valued algebra (called Algebra5 in this paper) which provides us with a semantics that we can rely both on performing a separated compilation and getting verification ability. In section III, we show that bilattice structure of algebras allows to deduce a nice encoding of 4-valued algebras into Boolean pairs, in order to implement semantics rules as compilation technique. Section IV compares our approach to others. Finally, section V concludes and discusses the application of this study we have done.
II. MULTI-VALUED ALGEBRAS FOR SYNCHRONOUS LANGUAGE SEMANTICS
Behavioral semantics was first defined for Esterel. It is specified using S.O.S rules and considers a Boolean algebra to represent signal status. It defines globally each reaction. The values of output environment and derivative are solutions of fixpoint equations resulting from signal coherence law application and instantaneous information exchange between concurrent statements. But, the equations have non monotonic operators (the negative one essential to define local signal rules). Thus existence and computation of fixpoints cannot be ensured. As a consequence, it is ineffective. Moreover, it cannot characterize logically correct programs! It just gives a formal definition of program behaviors. In complement, an operational semantics is needed to compile programs and the equivalence between the two semantics has to be established.
Then, a constructive semantics characterizes logically correct programs and solves the causality problem. Its purpose is to replace "the idea of checking assumptions about signal status by the idea of propagating facts about signal status" 1 . A constructive version of behavioral semantics has been defined and also a constructive circuit semantics that translates each program into circuits. In this constructive approach, a 3-valued algebra has been used to represent signal status. On another hand, declarative synchronous language as Signal [6] also considers a ternary algebra to represent signal status.
A. 3-valued Algebras

1) 3-valued Algebras as Lattices:
The general multi-valued algebra are introduced by Emil Post in 1921 [7] . Concerning the synchronous languages, one has proposed to extend first the present (1) and absent (0) status of each signal with bottom (⊥). Intuitively, ⊥ represents the unknown status. Thus, a 3-valued algebra {⊥, 0, 1} is considered to represent signal status. More generally, 3-valued algebras have been introduced several decades ago for reasoning with uncertain knowledge, mainly in Logics. In these approaches, an ordering gives them a lattice structure. Moreover, these algebras are complete distributive lattices according to the following definition: This characterization as lattices allows to consider 3-valued algebras as models for 3-valued logic. Moreover, there are many applications of these 3-valued algebras in non usual logic domain as synchronous language semantics. In Logic domain, a lot of authors are well-known to develop a 3-valued algebra. In [8] , we study in length several popular 3-valued algebras and compare them with respect to their ability of providing us with suitable semantics for synchronous languages. These algebras are extensions of Boolean algebra structure. They almost all agree on the definition of ¬ operator (¬⊥ = ⊥). They differ in the way they extend ∨ and ∧ operators on ⊥. In the algebras we studied, most of them extend these two operators for ⊥ such that 1 ∨ ⊥ = 1 and 0 ∨ ⊥ = ⊥; 1 ∧ ⊥ = ⊥ and 0 ∧ ⊥ = 0. However, some authors as Bochvar [9] introduced other definitions. Bochvar algebra (sometimes called weak Kleene) considers that ⊥ is an absorbent element for ∨ and ∧ (see table I ) . We will see in II-A2, that this algebra turns out to be the algebraic formalism used to define Signal language semantics.
In all the algebras we studied (except Lukasiewicz algebra [10] ), ⊥ the undefined symbol, is considered implicitly or explicitly as " 1 2 ". So, 0 ≤ ⊥ ≤ 1. We call this ordering "Boolean order" (≤ B ) in the following of this article. Concerning Lukasiewicz algebra, ⊥ is interpreted as 2 and then the ordering 0 ≤ 1 ≤ ⊥ is implicit.
2) Application to the Signal Language:
The Signal [6] synchronous language considers a 3-valued algebra to compute signal status: present, absent and ⊥. Signal language has no global clock, contrary to others synchronous languages. Hence, signal status have a specific interpretation: ⊥ means that the signal has no clock i.e is not defined. Present and absent have the usual meaning for signal having clock. Status computing is performed in Z/3Z with +1, −1 and 0 respectively encoding present, absent and ⊥. With this encoding, each operator of the language has a ternary equation representation:
The associated algebra has particular properties:
These properties are used to compute the clock dependencies and deduce a possible clock order.
From ∨, ∧ and ¬ algebraic definition, we can deduce their truth table. It turns out that it is Bochvar algebra (see table I and [8] ).
3) 3-valued Algebras as CPOs:
However, totally ordered algebras and lattice structures do not always fit synchronous language semantics requirements, particularly concerning fixpoint computations. Mainly because the ≤ B order does not reflect how the information about variable computation grows. In constructive semantics, a program is translated into a Boolean equation system and its least fixpoint solution determines an output environment. 3-valued algebra approach allows to characterize the operational semantics of the synchronous compiler: its goal is to transform and stabilize all ⊥ status of internal and output signals to 0 or 1. Thus, a more appropriate 3-valued algebra to compute equation system solutions is required.
We have to wait Scott [11] to reconsider the order relation. Scott Domains allow partial algebraic data representation, where knowledge about the elements is ordered. The goal is to interpret the elements of such domains as pieces of information or (partial) results of a computation, where elements that are higher in the order extend the information of the elements below them in a consistent way. This theory allows to compute program meaning as the limit of a sequence of approximations and Kleene fixpoint theorem [12] gives an effective means to compute this limit. Scott domains have a least element (usually called ⊥) and support the following order:
A particular Scott domain is the Boolean flat domain (B ⊥ ). It is the usual Boolean set with and additional ⊥ element. According to the order definition for Scott domains, ⊥ ≤ 0 and ⊥ ≤ 1. In our view ( also following multi-valued logic community), we call this order relation ≤ K because it characterizes the degree of knowledge. We can note that 0 and 1 are incomparable in this relation because they have the same weight of knowledge.
4) Application to the Esterel Language:
The constructive semantics of Esterel language relies on B ⊥ Scott domain to compile programs. But ⊥ has not the same interpretation as in Signal language. Esterel has a global clock and at each instant of its clock, signal must be stabilized as present or absent. ⊥ has been introduced to allow the definition of an operational semantics based on Scott domain B ⊥ , in which the computation of signal status converge for all signals. Given an initial signal environment where unknown signals have the status ⊥, the constructive semantics computes for each statement the status of signals: if the signal is emitted in one instruction of the statement its status is 1 (present), otherwise if it is not emitted in all instructions its status is 0 (absent).
This computation of absence of signals at each instant does not allow us to rely on such a constructive semantics to achieve a separated compilation. Indeed, during a separated compilation, there could exist signals that are never emitted in a sub program (then their status is set to absent). However, one of these signals can be emitted in another sub program separately compiled and we cannot change the status in the environment because present and absent are incomparable with respect to ≤ K order and they haven't an upper bound. To face this drawback, we proposed a solution [4] based on 4-valued algebra to represent signal status.
B. 4-valued algebra
4-valued logics have been first considered by Belnap [13] to represent the knowledge in Artificial Intelligence systems. In such deductive systems, the information need to fall in true, false, uncertain or conflicting truth values. Thus, 4-valued logics have four truth values: ⊥, 0, 1 and . In section II-A, we saw that constructive semantics have the ability to take into account causality. Nevertheless, causality checking remains a global process applied at program level. It prevents to benefit from the structural rules of the semantics to separately compile programs.
We propose to rely on a semantics that associates a 4-valued algebra equation system (E ) to each program instead of a Boolean one as traditional constructive semantics do. In each reaction, the equation system E helps us to compute an output environment from an input one: E : E = F(E). E is built according to semantics rules defined for each operator of the language and helps us to compute the status of signals in the environment. To express the equations defining the status of output and local signals from input and local signal status, the algebra should supply two kinds of operators. First, logical operators (¬, , ) to express the equations defined by the operator rules (for instance, the local operator rule needs the negation). Second, the algebra should also provide us with operators to compute the knowledge about signals. For instance, let us consider the parallel operator (P 1 P 2 ). Let E 1 and E 2 be the respective equation systems of P 1 and P 2 , to build the overall equation system we must compose E 1 and E 2 in such a way that every output has an only solution, because the parallel operator is deterministic. To this aim, we introduce an operation of "unification" of E 1 and E 2 . This operation, we call Unify ( ), performs the unification of signal status in the global equation system. For instance, assume that signal S has an equation S 1 = f 1 ( − → v ) computing its status in E 1 , and
Then the equation system for
this operation must perform the union of the information concerning S status respectively in P 1 and P 2 . Then, the semantics computes the unique least fixpoint E = F(E) in the 4-valued algebra considered. To ensure that least fixpoints exist and can be computed, we need a 4-valued algebra with operators making F monotonic. To this aim, we also consider the symmetric operator of , called .
On another hand, we know that we cannot totally rely on any semantics to perform a separated compilation because synchronous language semantics cannot be both modular and causal [14] . Since in Esterel circuit semantics, the causality is checked by sorting the Boolean equation system. Any causal program has a cycle free equation system. As already said, causality can be only check on the overall program, because two cycle free equation systems could yield a cyclic global system. Indeed, in each reaction, constructive semantics decides which signals are present or absent, then propagates the information and computes a total order. However, variable dependencies in an equation system are only partial orders. In [4] , [15] , we proposed a technique to sort 4-valued equation systems with respect to their partial orders, which allows to merge two equation systems and to deduce the overall ordering from the previously computed ordering for each system. Doing that, the compilation mechanism falls in two phases: first, a phase where sorted equation systems are computed in a modular way (applying the semantics rules). During this phase we generate sorted 4-valued algebra equation systems. Unlike usual constructive semantics, we don't decide that ⊥ becomes 0 at this level 2 . On another hand, if a signal has status 0 in an equation system and status 1 in another, the unification 2 because an undefined status can increase either to present or to absent in the unification operation must compute (error) as resulting status. Thus, a second phase is needed to generate final output code. This phase ensures that as soon as a variable that can be appears, the compilation fails. Otherwise, ⊥ status are changed to 0 and the values are propagated as usual in a Boolean equation system. Phase 2 is the very last stage of compilation and is not done at each reaction. To achieve phase 2, we need an operator called finalization (FL for short) not defined for and which transform ⊥ into 0:
1) 4-valued Algebras Candidates:
We can consider several algebras to handle the 4-valued signals: we study five possibilities which seem relevant for our purpose.
LE2008: Historically, LE2008 was the first 4-valued algebra we defined in [4] , [15] . We designed an imperative synchronous language (Light Esterel, LE for short) whose compiler applies the rules of a LE2008 algebra based semantics. In this algebra, only , and ¬ are considered. realizes both the unification operation and the Boolean + one. The ¬ operator inverses 0 and 1 on one part, and ⊥ and on the other part. Thus we cannot ensure that the function representing the LE2008 equation system associated to a program is monotonic since the operator ¬ is not.
Others Algebras:
In the other algebras we study, , and ¬ are common to all versions 3 . Intuitively, performs an unification of the knowledge concerning the signal status according to the interpretation aforementioned: ⊥ undefined, error, 0 absent and 1 present. For instance, if we want to unify status 0 with status 1, the result is error since a signal cannot be both absent and present. Then is defined to be the dual operator of . ¬ differs from LE2008 definition because the inversions ¬⊥ = and ¬ = ⊥ do not reflect any coherency. Indeed, the negation of error cannot be undefined. Thus, in the algebras we will consider, there is no choice to define the negation: it should inverse 0 and 1 for Boolean coherency, but it should be identity for ⊥ and . 
The first alternative we study (called Algebra2) is a natural generalization of classical Boolean algebra. Moreover, this algebra propagates the error status ( ), which is an interesting feature from compilation point of view.
The third algebra we studied (Algebra3) differs from Algebra2 by the behavior of ⊥: in our view ⊥ can become 0 or 1. So we must have 1 ⊥ = 1 (because if ⊥ becomes 1 or 0, we want the sum results in 1). But, it is not the case for 0 ⊥ which only have the possibility to become 1 if ⊥ becomes 1. Thus, the only changes with regard to Algebra2 are 0 ⊥ = ⊥ and ⊥ 0 = 0.
Then we consider another algebra (Algebra4) in which each binary operator has a specific absorbing element ( for , ⊥ for , 1 for and 0 for ). The changes with regard to Algebra2 are 1 x = 1 and 0 x = 0 for any x = ⊥, 0, 1, . This absorption property, which Boolean algebras have, is important to simplify expressions but Algebra4 does not propagate error status.
All these new algebras have not distributivity properties (see table II) and to compute expressions and equation systems (valued in these algebras) solutions, distributivity is a nice property. Hence, we study a last algebra: Algebra5.
Algebra5 is variant of Algebra4 where
⊥ equals 1 and ⊥ equals 0. These modifications could seem strange, but they will make sense in section II-B2 where we will see that they offer the ability to provide Algebra5 with a bilattice structure. 
2) Bilattice Property of 4-valued Algebra:
Indeed, Algebra4 and Algebra5 algebras can be provided with a bilattice structure.
Bilattice Theory: Bilattices were introduced by Ginsberg [16] as the underlying framework for AI inference systems. Bilattices are mathematical structures with two distinct orders usually denoted ≤ B and ≤ K . ≤ B expresses level of truth and is useful for truth evaluation, ≤ K represents the level of information or knowledge. 
If ≤ B is a lattice ordering, let 0 (resp. 1) denotes the least (resp. upper) element. x y (resp, x y) is the join (resp. meet) of x and y. Similarly , if ≤ K is a lattice ordering, we denotes ⊥ (resp. ) the least (resp. upper) element. x y (resp. x y) is the join (resp. meet) of x and y.
A bilattice satisfies the interlacing conditions if: 
In other words, a bilattice is interlaced if the lattice operations of one ordering are monotonic with respect to the other ordering and vice versa.
A bilattice is distributive if all twelve distributivity laws associated with the 4 operations , , and hold. All distributive bilattice are interlaced [13] .
Application to 4-valued Algebras:
Bilattice structure is a framework well suited to our concern, since it allows to separate two orderings (Boolean and knowledge) and also Let us denote ξ = {⊥, 0, 1, }. Algebra(4,5) can be seen as the bilattices (ξ , ≤ B , ≤ K , ¬) according to the previous definition of ≤ B and ≤ K orderings. But Algebra(2,3) cannot. Indeed, (ξ , ≤ B ) is a complete lattice with 0 and 1 as extremums and so is (ξ , ≤ K ) with ⊥ and as extremums for Algebra (4, 5) . But, looking at table IV, we can see that (ξ , ≤ B ) is not a lattice for Algebra(2,3) because and are non monotonic operators. According to definition of ¬ operator (see section II-B1), for Algebra(4,5) we have: x ≤ B y ⇒ ¬y ≤ B ¬x, since only 0 and 1 are comparable with respect to ≤ B ordering; x ≤ K y ⇒ ¬x ≤ K ¬y, since only ⊥ and are comparable with respect to ≤ K ordering; ¬¬x = x. Thus, Algebra(4,5) are bilattices.
In Algebra (4, 5) , the negation preserves the ≤ K order. This is the expression that ≤ K helps us to characterize the different degrees in the knowledge about element of the algebra. Hence, while it is expected that negation invert the notion of truth from a Boolean point of view, the role of negation with respect to ≤ K is somewhat transparent, we know no more and no less about x than about ¬x. As a consequence, Algebra(4,5) with this bilattice structure suits well our concern. We want to find out the appropriate mathematical framework such that algebra equation system solutions can be computed with a fixpoint. In particular, the separation between Boolean consideration and knowledge one is fundamental to make our approach works. Fixpoint computation refines the status of signal from ⊥ to according to ≤ K ordering, so we are interested by monotony only with respect to knowledge order. Nevertheless, the ≤ B order is also mandatory to be able to compute Boolean like ( , ) operations on signal status which can appear in equations.
Distributivity is an important property in bilattice theory in general, but in our case, it is really significant because we can apply these laws to solve 4-valued algebra equation systems. The only algebra where the twelve distributive laws hold is Algebra5 (see table II ). So, we can consider that Algebra5 is a distributive bilattice and is the only one among the algebras we consider. We will see in section III the importance of distributive bilattice structure for our algebra. For implementation purpose, we are interested to represent element of ξ by Boolean pairs.
III. ENCODING BILATTICE
A. Encoding
We define encoding functions e : ξ → B × B: x ∈ ξ , e(x) = (x h , x l ). Several solutions exist and affect the encoding of each operator especially. We sum up 3 possible encoding in the following table. Any other encoding can be deduced by permutation and give equivalent solutions:
Symbol coding 1 coding 2 coding 3  ⊥  00  00  00  0  11  10  01  1  01  11  10  10  01  11 Coding 2 has the advantage to give a simple operation of finalization, it leads to forget x h component 4 . Coding 3 explains the growing of the knowledge: (0, 0) unknown, (0, 1) or (1, 0) good knowledge and (1, 1) over-knowledge.
As already said, Algebra5 is a distributive bilattice and seems to be a good candidate to support the definition of synchronous language semantics. However, to really determine which algebra fits our concern better, we study which algebra offers the more efficient encoding into Boolean pairs. We first analyze the encoding of the 5 operators of Algebra(4,5) with respect to coding1, coding2 and coding3. We conclude that it is coding3 which supplies the simpler decomposition into pairs of Boolean for Algebra5. Moreover, for this encoding, the finalization operation is as simple as for coding2. It consists in forgetting the x l component. The results of this study are detailed in [8] . Table V summarizes the effect of coding3 on Algebra5 operators. It confirms that Algebra5 is the best candidate for our purpose. Indeed, Algebra5 offers nice algebraic properties which we will study in the next section.
B. Distributive Bilattice Properties Applied to Algebra5
If we consider Algebra5 and the third encoding (coding 3), we can apply popular results from bilattice theory:
is defined as follows:
Given the structure L L, it is easy to verify [17] that the basic bilattice operations are defined as follows 5 :
operation offers a means to built distributive bilattice. We will see that we can construct the algebra we want following this method. Let us consider the usual Boolean set (1, 0) ; → (1, 1). e 3 is an isomorphism from Algebra5 to B B: e 3 (x y) = e 3 (x) e 3 (y):
1) x = ⊥: ∀y ∈ ξ , x y = y. On the other hand e 3 (x) = (0, 0) then ∀z ∈ B ×B, e 3 (x) ≤ K z and then e 3 (x) z = z and in particular for e 3 (y).
5 we denote the meet and join operations with respect to ≤ B order by and ; the meet and join operations with respect to ≤ K order by and and the meet and join operation in the underlying lattice L by + and .
2) x = 0: the proof falls in two: (1) y = ⊥ or y = 0 , 0 y = 0 and e 3 (0 y) = (0, 1), on the other hand, e 3 (0) = (0, 1) and e 3 (⊥) = (0, 0) so if y = ⊥ or y = 0, e 3 (0) e 3 (y) = (0, 1); (2) y = 1 or y = , 0 y = and e 3 (0 y) = (1, 1), on the other hand, e 3 (1) = (1, 0) and e 3 ( ) = (1, 1) so e 3 (0) e 3 (y) = (1, 1). 3) x = 1 the proof is similar to the previous case. 4) x = , ∀y ∈ ξ , x y = x. On the other hand, e 3 (x) = (1, 1) then ∀z ∈ B × B, z ≤ K e 3 (x)z and in particular e 3 (y) so e 3 (x) e 3 (y) = e 3 (x).
The proofs for e 3 (x y) = e 3 (x) e 3 (y), e 3 (x y) = e 3 (x) e 3 (y) and e 3 (x y) = e 3 (x) e 3 (y) are similar to the studied case and detail in length in [8] .
Finally, e 3 (¬x) = ¬(e 3 (x)): if x = ⊥ or x = the result is immediate since we have e 3 (x) = (x h , x l ) with x h = x l 6 , hence 0) ). The proof for x = 1 is symmetric.
Moreover, e 3 is clearly a bijection.
As a consequence, each Algebra5 equation system is equivalent to a Boolean equation system where each equation x = f ( v) is expanded in two equations:
We applied this work in the CLEM toolkit design. The semantics of the language is now defined in Algebra5 framework. To compile programs we implement the semantics rules and thanks to property 1, we can project 4-valued equations into pair of Boolean ones. Hence, the compiler computes a Boolean equation system for each correct program. From these equation systems, we generate software code as well as hardware implementation or model-checking input.
IV. RELATED WORKS
First of all, we cannot discuss related works without citing K.Schneider, J.Brandt and T.Schuele [3] . These authors have defined the synchronous language Quartz and explained the underlying theoretical aspects of the compilation. In Quartz, they needed to handle 4-valued equations with three operators. To check Quartz program's causality, they compute least and greatest fixpoints. Thus, they had to define an order relation and they took the knowledge order. With this order, they refined the language operators, defined two new in f () and sup() operators and finally found the , , ¬, and of the Ginsberg bilattice! They also took the encoding of the Ginsberg bilattice too. Based on and according to Bryant work about the BDDs, they are convinced that this encoding (called Dual Rail Encoding) is the best encoding and took it in their compiler. Authors never refer Ginsberg bilattice approach and don't benefit from all the power of this 4-valued algebra (in particular, the 12 distributive laws specific to this bilattice). Indeed, Schneider and others use this approach mainly to check Quartz programs causality. On our side, bilattice structure and operators provide us with an efficient means to compute signal environments. Nevertheless, their choice strengthens our opinion concerning Algebra5 as a well suited model to define synchronous language semantics.
Usually, multi-valued algebras are very often use in modelchecker, symbolic Boolean exploration of state space and they intervene in mapping circuit on FPGA and PLD. Multi-valued algebras have lots of applications in design and verification of switching circuit. For instance, ten-value logic or more [18] are used to generate test patterns. Similarly, Dubrova [19] gives an overview concerning MOS technology considerations as well as memories synthesis or arithmetic circuits verification. Moreover a hardware synthesis language as VHDL specified in the IEEE 1164, defines two relevant algebras for built systems: MVL5 (resp. MVL9) based on U,0,1,Z,X symbols (resp.U,X,0,1,Z,W,L,H,-symbols). However, the multivalued approach can have larger applications. For example, V. D. Shet [20] dedicated his PHD thesis to the application of bilattices to people visual surveillance.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Synchronous languages have formal semantics computing models of programs either for verification purpose or for compilation. All along the three last decades, several semantics have been defined. They are all in common to compute the status of signals in an execution of a program. We need a mathematical framework to represent and compute signal status according to semantics rules. This paper is a review of some adopted solutions and points out another framework which provides us with both verification and separated compilation. It studies classical approaches with 3-valuated algebras. In these algebras, a ⊥ element turns out to be useful to have the ability to apply constructive rules. But to go further and get a separated compilation means relying on semantics, 4-valued algebras are required. We study five different 4-valued algebras and show that Algebra5 is a distributive bilattice. Then, we can consider two orders: a Boolean order and a knowledge order which allows us to rely on fixpoints computation to establish signal status. The Boolean order is useful to compute the current environment of signals and the knowledge order is essential to merge environments after a separated compilation of statements. Nevertheless, Algebra3 is also an appealing framework because error is propagated which is not the case for Algebra5. But as soon as becomes an absorbing element, the bilattice structure cannot exits and this property is really inescapable.
The motivation for this work is the definition of a new method to compile synchronous languages in a separated way (see [4] ). Algebra5 provides us with well-suited properties allowing us to define a constructive and efficient semantics. It is also important to specify a behavioral semantics. It gives a meaning to programs and generates models for verification purpose. The chosen framework allows to express these two semantics and their equivalence holds and is immediate. Moreover, the isomorphism between Algebra5 and B B and the chosen encoding allows us to compute solutions as Boolean equation system solutions. Our previous work considered LE2008 algebra as foundation of the semantics. The advantages were its Boolean algebra structure and the simplicity of the finalization process. The drawback was the ¬ operator interpretation incompatible with classical Boolean interpretation. Algebra5 is not a Boolean algebra. However, thanks to its bilattice structure, the most important laws, relevant to compute equation system solutions (commutativity, associativity, distributivity, neutral elements and De Morgan's laws), hold. Moreover, the integration in our compiler was immediate. To switch from LE2008 to Algebra5, we only needed to implement again the projection rules defined in section III-A, and telling us how Algebra5 operators are defined as Boolean operators.
